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6 REASONS FOR YOUR  B‘MINE EXPERIENCE!

Our CarLoft concept and the associated CarLofts for comfortable arrival with your 
own vehicle via CarLift directly to the hotel room with a future-oriented wallbox for 
charging electric cars.

Unique product presentations in our 12 light-flooded meeting rooms with state-
of-the-art technology on the 11th floor and transportation of vehicles via a directly 
connected CarLift.

The cocooning concept offers a relaxation and comfort zone in all room categories.

Our fitness room with equipment for endurance and muscle training with high-quality 
Techogym equipment. 

THE ROOF Restaurant, Bar & Lounge awaits you on the 12th floor with a view of 
Frankfurt Airport and the skyline. Our Asian fusion cuisine will delight you with 
exceptional dishes and signature dishes. The drinks menu also offers a balanced 
selection of exquisite wines and high-quality cocktails. 

Art by Pola Brändle in the corridors and hotel rooms as well as the b‘mine Apostroph 
in the Welcome Area.



Welcome to the heart of our world of luxury and well-being! 
 
Since the beginning, it has been our passion not only to offer 
accommodation, but to create a home away from home - a place where 
comfort, elegance and unparalleled service go hand in hand. 
 
Our hotel stands for timeless class, unrivaled hospitality and an 
unforgettable journey for all the senses. From the stunning architecture to 
the finest details in our rooms and exquisite dining experiences, we strive to 
exceed your expectations and create unforgettable memories. 
 
This brochure is an invitation to get to know our hotel - its history, its values 
and the incomparable experiences that are waiting to be discovered by you. 
Immerse yourself in the world of b‘mine Frankfurt Airport and let yourself 
be enchanted by the sophistication and charm that characterize our hotel. 
                      
We cordially invite you to become part of our unique history and embark 
on an unforgettable journey through our hotel. 
 
Sincerely,

Your b‘mine Frankfurt Airport Team









Welcome Area & b’daily

Your journey to an unforgettable stay begins here. Our 
friendly reception staff will give you a warm welcome and are 
always available to make your stay as pleasant as possible. 
 
The Welcome Area not only offers an inviting reception, but also the 
b‘daily, a cozy coffee shop & bistro. Enjoy a selection of delicious specialty 
coffees and snacks to start your day or to refresh yourself in between. 
 
For guests who want to work during their stay, our modern co-
working space is available. Here you will find an inspiring place with 
the infrastructure you need to be productive and bring ideas to life. 
 
Whether you are arriving, taking a break or on business, our Welcome Area 
is the perfect place to feel at ease, relax and enjoy your stay to the full.









SkyLoft

Welcome to the exclusive SkyLoft - a retreat at a height of 50 meters.  
 
Immerse yourself in a world of luxury and comfort while enjoying a 
breathtaking view of the Frankfurt skyline and the airport through floor-
to-ceiling panoramic windows. 
 
The generous 85 square meters of the loft offer an all-encompassing 
sense of space. 
 
The bed with a full-length mattress measuring 2.20 m x 2.10 m invites 
you to enjoy restful nights. A large dining table for up to 12 people allows 
for private moments or business meetings in an exclusive atmosphere. 
After an eventful day, the living area with fireplace invites you to relax. 
The bathroom with shower, bathtub and whirlpool ensures your well-
being. There is also a walk-in closet to store your personal items perfectly. 
 
Our SkyLoft not only offers a spectacular view, but also comprehensive 
facilities that will make your stay unforgettable. Here you will find your 
own espresso machine for the perfect coffee experience, high-speed 
WiFi for a seamless online connection and three smart TVs in different 
sizes to provide entertainment to suit your taste. In addition, a safe in the 
room ensures the security of your valuables so that you can enjoy your 
stay to the full. 
 
Our SkyLoft - where the sky is within reach!

https://www.bmine.de/en/hotel-frankfurt/skyloft






CarLoft

Our exclusive CarLofts are the ideal choice for guests who value maximum 
comfort. Thanks to patented CarLift technology, you can park your car 
directly in front of the room. You can reach your CarLoft sitting down, 
dry and without steps. They are ideal for anyone who wants to arrive 
comfortably with children, lots of luggage or for the pleasure of comfort. 
 
In our CarLofts, you have your own retreat in the sleeping area thanks to 
our cocooning concept, which visually separates your 1.80 m bed from 
the living area. Induction chargers, integrated into the bedside tables, 
offer additional comfort and complete your perfect „temporary home“. 
 
Discover unique comfort and a new dimension of mobility at b‘mine Frankfurt 
Airport.

https://www.bmine.de/en/hotel-Frankfurt/carloft






Smart Double

Discover your spacious, comfortable and design-loving retreat - 
the Smart Double. Whether alone or as a couple, this room offers 
you an exclusive experience on 20 m² of living space. The 1.80 m 
wide bed, specially designed for b‘mine, guarantees restful nights 
and undisturbed peace and quiet thanks to the cocooning concept.  
 
Floor-to-ceiling windows give you a breathtaking view. Your own 
espresso machine is ready to provide you with cozy coffee moments. 
Your b‘mine experience is rounded off with high-speed WiFi, a 
49-inch smart TV and an induction charger integrated into the 
bedside table. The indirectly illuminated mirror and the integrated 
vanity mirror make every make-up and hairstyle shine. One last 
look in the full-length mirror and you can start the day relaxed. 

https://www.bmine.de/en/hotel-Frankfurt/smart-double




Smart Room

Our Smart Rooms are a masterpiece of space optimization and comfort. 
The cleverly placed curtains allow you to transform the 1.60 m bed 
into your own personal cocooning area in just a few simple steps. 
Experience the luxury of peace and comfort exactly as you wish.  
 
Enjoy quiet coffee moments with your own espresso machine. Despite 
a compact area of 14 square meters, our Smart Rooms offer true 
spaciousness. The facilities include high-speed WiFi, a 43-inch smart TV 
and built-in induction chargers to bring the world directly to your room.  
 
The rooms have full-length mirrors and vanity mirrors to ensure perfect 
illumination and preparation - according to your individual needs. 
 
Immerse yourself in the comfort of our Smart Rooms and experience how 
compactness and functionality take on a new dimension.

https://www.bmine.de/en/hotel-frankfurt/smart-room








Meeting Area

Our event area on the 11th floor is unique with its 12 different rooms: state-
of-the-art equipment, designer furniture and a phenomenal view of the 
skyline, the Taunus mountains and the runways of Frankfurt Airport. We 
facilitate business meetings, conferences and private celebrations in a 
unique setting. Outstanding service and a select culinary offering make the 
experience here perfect. 
 
In addition, there is the unique possibility of transporting motor vehicles 
and other heavy loads of up to four tons into the largest conference room 
using the CarLift. This makes unique product presentations and events 
possible. 
 
Our Skyline II and Skyline III meeting rooms can be separated by means of 
a Skyfold wall. 
 
Further information can be found on our website at Meeting & Events. 

https://www.bmine.de/en/hotel-frankfurt/meeting-events








Fitnessarea - b‘fit 

Achieve your fitness goals and maximize your training experience in 
our state-of-the-art fitness area. 
 

Free water is available for refreshment during your workout to keep 
you hydrated and maximize your performance. 
 
Our fitness area has been carefully designed to provide you with an 
inspiring and effective training experience. Step inside and start your 
fitness journey to a healthier and stronger you.

Experience a variety of CARDIO equipment to increase your 
endurance and strengthen your cardiovascular system. 
Our STRENGTH station offers a multi-purpose bench for barbell 
and dumbbell training as well as a dumbbell rack with weight sets 
from 4 to 22 kg to boost your strength and muscle development. 
Discover our FUNCTIONAL zone, equipped with state-of-the-art 
facilities. Our selection of kettlebells from 4 to 24 kg, gym mats and 
balls offer a wide range of options for an effective workout.

https://www.bmine.de/en/hotel-Frankfurt/fitness-sauna


Wellness

Our wellness oasis offers you a relaxing break after an intensive day or a 
sweat-inducing fitness workout.  
 
Enjoy the cozy warmth at 80 degrees Celsius and leave the tension of 
the day behind you in our Finnish sauna.  
 
Then unwind in the adjoining relaxation room while you enjoy the view 
of the bustling streets and the nearby airport. Our comfortable relaxation 
loungers invite you to lean back and enjoy the peace and quiet. 
 
For your privacy, there are 10 lockable changing lockers each for men and 
women to ensure a relaxing sauna experience.

https://www.bmine.de/en/hotel-Frankfurt/fitness-sauna








THE ROOF Restaurant, Bar & Lounge

In THE ROOF Restaurant, Bar & Lounge on the 12th floor, minimalist 
tranquillity meets colorful vibrancy, high-quality design and a relaxed 
atmosphere.  
 
A rich breakfast buffet awaits you at THE ROOF, leaving nothing to be 
desired. 
 
At lunchtime and in the evening, you will experience a fusion of 
international and regional food classics, combined with new creative 
dishes - a real treat for your senses. We want to inspire you with our 
great dishes every time you visit and therefore update our menu at 
regular intervals. 
 
When the weather is nice, our terrace invites you to enjoy breakfast, 
lunch and dinner and also offers a great opportunity for „planespotting“ 
with a view of Frankfurt Airport opposite. 
 
You are welcome to book your THE ROOF experience on OpenTable. 

https://www.bmine.de/en/hotel-frankfurt/the-roof
https://www.opentable.de/r/the-roof-frankfurt-am-main?lang=en-us






Offers & Events 

Discover a world full of unforgettable experiences and offers. We have 
various seasonal offers and events and offer specials for certain holidays.  
 
Take advantage of exclusive offers and experiences and discover a 
world of benefits and enjoy first-class services at particularly attractive 
conditions. 
 
Unforgettable experiences throughout the year. 
 
Look forward to a variety of events throughout the year that will delight 
you. From seasonal celebrations to themed festivals, we offer a colorful 
range of events you won‘t want to miss.  
 
Visit us online to find out more about our wide range of offers & events. 
We look forward to welcoming you and exceeding your expectations.



b’mine Frankfurt Airport 
Georg-Baumgarten-Straße 1 | 60549 Frankfurt am Main

welcome.fra01@bmine.de | bmine.de/en 
+49 69 6952370
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